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Abstract 
Lamken, E.R., The existence of 3 orthogonal partitioned incomplete Latin squares of type t”, 
Discrete Mathematics 89 (1991) 231-251. 
In this paper, we show that there exists a set of 3 orthogonal partitioned incomplete Latin 
squares of type t” for t a positive integer with a small number of possible exceptions for n. 
1. Introduction 
Let P = {S,, S,, . . . , S,} be a partition of a set S (m > 2). A partitioned 
incomplete Latin square, having partition P, is an ISI X ISI array L, indexed by 
the elements of S, satisfying the following properties. 
(1) A cell of L either contains an element of S or is empty. 
(2) The subarrays indexed by Si x Si are empty for 1 s i < IZ. 
(3) Let j E Si. Row j of L contains each element of S - Si precisely once and 
column j of L contains each element of S - Si precisely once. 
The type of L is the multiset {I&l, I&l, . . . , IS,l}. If there are ui Sj’s of 
cardinality ti, 1 c i s k, we say L has type t’;Yj’ - . - t?. 
Suppose L and M are a pair of partitioned incomplete Latin squares with 
partition P. L and M are called orthogonal if the array formed by the 
superposition of L and M, L 0 M, contains every ordered pair in S x S - 
UEI (si ’ si) P recisely once. A set of n partitioned incomplete Latin squares with 
partition P is called a set of n mutually orthogonal partitioned incomplete Latin 
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squares (OPILS) of type { ISi1, j&l, . . . , I&l} if each pair of distinct squares is 
orthogonal. The maximum number of OPILS of type T is denoted by N(T). 
The existence of a set of m OPILS of type 1” is equivalent to the existence of a 
set of m mutually orthogonal Latin squares of side n with a common transversal. 
Determining N(1”) is a problem which has been of interest for several years 
[l-2]. More recently, the existence of sets of m OPILS of type t” for t 2 2 has 
become of interest, [5,12,16-171. Sets of OPILS are often used in recursive 
constructions for other types of combinatorial designs. In this paper, we show 
that there exists a set of 3 OPILS of type t” for t a positive integer with a small 
number of possible exceptions for n. This investigation was motivated by recent 
recursive constructions for doubly near resolvable balanced incomplete block 
designs and generalized balanced tournament designs which require the existence 
of 3 OPILS of type 3”, [6-71. 
In the next section, we collect previous results and constructions for sets of 
OPILS. Included in Section 2 are results for t = 1, 2 and 3. In Section 3, we 
describe a new starter-adder construction for 3 OPILS of type 3”. This 
construction together with previous results is then used to establish the existence 
of 3 OPILS of type 3” with a small number of possible exceptions. In Section 4, 
we generalize these constructions to produce 3 OPILS of type 6” with a small 
number of possible exceptions. Finally, in Section 5 we consider the remaining 
values of t. 
2. Preliminary results and constructions 
In this section, we collect previous results and constructions for sets of OPILS 
of type t”. We first note that if there exists a set of 3 OPILS of type t”, then 
n 25. This follows immediately from the upper bound for N(P) in [5]; 
N(P) s 12 - 2. 
The spectrum of 3 OPILS of type t” has been determined for t = 1 and t = 2 
with a finite number of possible exceptions in each case. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 
N = (6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 28, 30, 33, 34, 38, 42, 44, 52). 
There exists a set of 3 OPILS of type 1” for n a positive integer, n 3 5 except 
possibly for n E N. 
Proof. If there exists a set of 4 mutually orthogonal Latin squares (MOLS) of 
side n, then there exists a set of 3 OPILS of type 1”. The existence of 4 MOLS of 
side n for na5 and n$NU{20,24} is established in [l-2]; the remaining two 
cases, n = 20 and n = 24, are taken care of in two recent papers, [19] and 
[14]. 0 
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Theorem 2.2 (Stinson and Zhu [16]). Let NI = {n = 0 (mod 2) 16 c n G 38). There 
exists Q set of 3 OPILS of type 2” for n a positive integer, n 3 5 except possibly for 
n E NI U { 15, 42, 44, 48, 52, 54, SO}. 
For n odd, the existence of 3 OPILS of type 3” was established in [12] with 12 
possible exceptions. These designs have more structure than we require; they are 
called HSOLSSOMs of type t” [12]. 
Theorem 2.3. (Mullin and Zhu [12]). Let n = 1 (mod 2). There exists a set of 3 
OPILS of type 3” for n a positive integer, n 2 5 except possibly for 
n E { 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 23, 27, 33, 39, 51, 59, 87). 
In the following sections, we will use several of the standard recursive 
constructions for OPILS as well as some of the constructions which were used 
to prove Theorem 2.2. In order to describe these constructions, we need some 
definitions and terminology. 
A group divisible design (GDD) is a collection B of subsets (blocks) of size k 
taken from a v set V along with a partition of V into subsets (groups) 
G, G2,. . . , G,,, such that: 
(1) any two elements from distinct groups are contained in precisely & blocks 
of B, and 
(2) any two distinct elements from the same groups are contained in exactly A, 
blocks of B (A, C A,). 
We denote such a design by GDD(v; k; G1, G2, . . . , G,; Iz,, A,). If ]G,] = n for 
i=l,2,. . . , m, we denote the design by GDD(v; k; n; AI, A,). A transversal 
design, TD(k, n), is a GDD which has k groups of size n, block size k, A, = 0 and 
& = 1 or a GDD(nk; k; n; 0, 1). It is well known that the existence of a TD(k, n) 
is equivalent to the existence of a set of k - 2 mutually orthogonal Latin squares 
of side n. 
Let V be a finite set of size n and let K be a subset of V of size k. An 
incomplete orthogonal array IA(n, k, s) is an (n” - k2) x s array written on the 
symbol set V such that every ordered pair of V x V - (K x K) occurs in any 
ordered pair of columns from the array. An IA(n, k, s) is equivalent to a set of 
s - 2 mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order n which are missing a subsquare 
of order k. We need not be able to fill in the k X k missing subsquares with Latin 
squares of order k. We note that an IA(n, k, s) is sometimes called a 
TD(s, n) - TD(s, k), [l]. 
The first four constructions are standard recursive constructions for OPILS. 
The direct product for sets of mutually orthogonal Latin squares is easily modified 
to produce sets of OPILS. 
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Lemma 2.4. Zf there exists a set of 3 OPZLS of type S” and a set of 3 MOLS of side 
t, then there is a set of 3 OPZLS of type (h)“. 
The next construction describes the technique of ‘filling in the holes’. It is 
usually used together with other constructions. 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose there is a set of k OPZLS of type {tI, t2, . . . , t,,}, and let S 
be a nonnegative integer. For 1 s i < n, suppose there is a set of k OPZLS of type 
T U {S} where CreZ t = ti. Then there is a set of k OPZLS of type 
{T,, T,, . . . , T,, S). 
We will also use a variation of Wilson’s Fundamental Construction, [21, 161. 
Lemma 2.6. Let G be a GDD(v; k; G,, G2, . . . , G,; 0, 1). Zf there exists a set of 
n OPZLS of type Ik, then there exists a set of n OPZLS of type 
{IG,l, IGzl, . . . 9 IGnl~. 
The PBD construction for sets of orthogonal Latin squares can also be modified 
to produce sets of OPILS. (For definitions and results on pairwise balanced 
designs, see [21,13].) 
Lemma 2.7. Zf there exists a PBD(v; K) and if there exists a set of m OPZLS of 
type tk for each k E K, then there exists a set of m OPZLS of type t’! 
The next four constructions are all taken from [16]. For convenience, we state 
the results for the cases we are interested in; the more general statements can be 
found in the references for each. 
Lemma 2.8 [16, Corollary 3.11. Suppose there is a TD(8, t) and 0 c u < 2t. Then 
there exist 3 OPZLS of type t’u’. 
Lemma 2.9 [16, Lemma 2.21. Suppose there exists a TD(6, t), and let ui 30, 
1 G i <t - 1. Suppose there exists an ZA(m + ui, ui, 5) for 1 G i 6 t - 1 for some 
integer m. Then there exist 3 OPZLS of type m’u when u = C:=t ui. 
Lemma 2.10 [16, Lemma 2.31. Suppose there exists a TD(5 + 1, t). Let ui 2 0, 
1 s i s 1 - 1. Suppose there exists an ZA(m + ui, ui, 5) for 1 G Ui G I- 1 for some 
integer m. Zf l< t - 4 and there exists a TD(5, m), then there exist 3 OPZLS of type 
m’-‘(m + u)’ where u = cfz: ui. 
Lemma 2.11 [16, Corollary 3.31. Suppose there exists a TD(6, t), a TD(5, m) and 
a TD(5,m+l)andO<u <t - 1. Then there exist 3 OPZLS of type m’u’. 
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3. 3 OPILS of type 3” 
In this section, we prove the existence of 3 orthogonal partitioned incomplete 
Latin squares of type 3” with a finite number of possible exceptions. We use a 
new starter-adder construction, together with previous existence results [12] and 
several recursive constructions from [ 161. 
The new starter-adder construction uses a skew strong starter [4,8,11,1.5] 
which can be Latin square ordered. A skew strong starter S of order q is said to 
be Latin square ordered if the array of ordered pairs generated by S U -S is the 
array of pairs formed by the superposition of a pair of OPILS of type 14. A 
simple example of a Latin square ordered starter over .Z7 is the following: 
S = ((1, 51, (2, 3), (4, 6)) where -S = ((6, 2), (5, 4), (3, 1)). 
The next two results show that two of the well-known skew strong starters can 
be Latin square ordered. 
Lemma 3.1. Let q = 2kt + 1 be a prime power where t is an odd integer >l and k 
is a positive integer. There exists a skew strong starter of order q which can be 
Latin square ordered. 
Proof. We order the skew strong starter described by Mullin and Nemeth in [ll]. 
(We note that [15] verifies that this is a skew starter.) 
Let A = 2k-1, and let x be a primitive element in GF(q). S is ordered as 
follows. 
s= (X1,X 
1 
(x0, x”) (X24, X3A) . . . (XW2)A, XWl)A) 
A+l) (X26+1, X36+1) (X(2’-2)A+l, X(21-l)A+l) 
. . . . . . . . . 
(XA-1, X26-1) (X36-1, X46-1) (X(21-1)6-1, XZtA-1 
) 
I 
To verify that S is Latin square ordered, we check that y and -y never occur as 
first coordinates in S. Let y = x2’A+i where Osict-1 and O=Zj<A-1. 
Suppose --x 2iA+j = xa’A+j’ where 0 c i’ s f - 1 and 0 < j' < A - 1. Then x2iA+i + 
X 2i’A+j’ = 0. Since q is an odd prime, 2iA + j # 2i’A + j’. Assuming 2iA + j < 
2i’A + j’, we write ~~‘~+j(l +~~~(~‘-~)+j’-j) = 0. This implies that 2A(i’ - i) + j’ - 
j = At, and therefore j’ -j=O and 2(i’-i)=t. Th is contradicts the fact that t is 
odd. Thus, we have verified that y and -y never occur as first coordinates in S, 
and S is Latin square ordered. q 
Lemma 3.2. Let q = 16t2 + 1. There exists a skew strong starter of order q which 
can be Latin square ordered. 
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Proof. We order the skew strong starter of order q from [3]. For 0 =%j < t and 
0 c i < 2t, define CY~ =4tj + i + 1, a”:’ = &cc!, a’:’ = 8t2 + 2t + aj:‘, and CX$ = 4t$j 
(where all arithmetic is modulo q). We order S as follows: 
S={(C& &i), (-cuj-$:‘), (& CY!!), (-ag, -&IOsj<t, O<ii<t}. 
It is easy to see that y and -y never occur as first coordinates in S, and therefore 
S is Latin square ordered. 0 
The following starter-adder construction can be thought of as subscripting a set 
of 3 complementary frames of type 3” constructed using Theorem 3.9 in [6] in an 
appropriate way to produce 3 OPILS of type 3”. 
Theorem 3.3. Let S be a skew strong starter of order q. Zf S can be Latin square 
ordered, then there exists a set of three orthogonal partitioned incomplete Latin 
squares of type 3q. 
Proof. Let G be a set of q elements, G = (0, x1, x2, . . . , x~-~}. C? and G 
will denote two distinct copies of G:G={&,Z1,X2,.. . 9 ~q--l) and 
c; = {Cl&, &, . . . ) f,_,}. For notational convenience, Gi will denote the set 
G x {i} for i = 1, 2, 3 and an element (g, i) E G x {i} will be denoted by g,. 
Similarly, we define pi and pi: pi = G X {i} and Gi = G X {i}. 
Let S be a skew strong starter of order q defined on G. The pairs in S can be 
Latin square ordered so that 
S = (Si, ti) 1 i = 1, 2, . . . ,q} 
(q-l I2 
where 1$ {sip ri] = G - (01. 
3 and s will denote S defined on G and G respectively. Si, will be the set 
{(Sij, tik) ) i = 1, 2, . . . , (4 - 1)/2} w he re Sij E Gj and tik E G,. We define ~j, and Sjk 
in a similar manner. 
We will also use the patterned starter P defined on G, [4, 8, 11, 151. The Latin 
square ordering of the pairs in S induces an ordering of the pairs in P: P = 
{(ui, vi) 1 i = 1, 2, . . . , (4 - 1)/2}. We define e:.k = {(uij, Vik) ) i = 1, 2, . . . , (4 - 
1)/2} where Uij E Gj and Vik E Gk. Similarly, we define P, P, & and ck. 
We first use the skew strong starters sjk, sjk and Lfjk to construct 9 q X q arrays. 
Let Bjk denote the q X q array generated by the skew strong starter sjk and its 
corresponding skew adder, and let -Bjk denote the q X q array generated by -sjk 
and its corresponding adder. Bjk, Bjk, -Bjk and -fijk are defined to be the 
corresponding arrays for sjk and sjk. The 9 q X q arrays, D,, 4, . . . , @, are 
listed below. 
D, = Biz o (-8121, 02 = BSI 0 (-&I), 03 = B23 0 (-B23), 
Dz, = 812 0 (-&2), Ds = &I o (-&I), 06 = B23 o (-B23), 
07 = &2 0 (-&2), 4 = &, 0 (--&I), D9 = fi23 0 (- Bz3). 
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Let D be the following array. 
We note that D contains all the pairs of the following types: (gi, hj), (&, hj) and 
(gi, 5) where g # h, i #j, 1 <i, j s 3, gi E Gi and hi E Gj. 
We now construct triples in D by adding elements to the cells of the skew 
transversals of the arrays Di; the patterned starter is used to construct these 
transversals. In Table 1, we describe how to place elements in the cells containing 
the pairs of the patterned starters; elements are added to the cells containing the 
remaining skew transversals in the usual manner. Let F denote the resulting 
3q x 3q array of triples. 
We verify that F is the array of triples formed by the superposition of 3 OPILS 
of type 3q, F,, F2 and F3. Fl is defined on G1 U cl U 6, with partition 
~={{Y,Y,Y) (YE’%). F2 is defined on G2 U G2 U G2 with partition P2 = 
{{Y>Y,YI (Y EGA. 4 is defined on G3 U e3 U e3 with partition P3 = 
We have already noted that all pairs of the form {ai, b,}, {cSi, 6j} and {&, ~j} 
where II # b, i #j and Ui E Gi, bj E cj occur precisely once in F. We must now 
check pairs of the form {ai, bj}, {Ui, bj} and {Zip ~j} where i #j, a # b, ui E Gi and 
bj E Gj. We check one case explicitly, the remaining cases follow from the 
starter-adder construction of the arrays. We verify that 6, occurs with each 
element of G, - (0,) and G, - {o,} precisely once. D, contains the pairs {Uil, 03} 
for i = 1, 2, . . . (q - 1)/2 and D6 contains the pairs {21il, 6,} for i = 
1, 2, . . . , (q - 1)/2. D9 contains the pairs {Uil, 6,) for i = 1, 2, . . . , (q - 1)/2, and 
D1 contains the pairs {Vii, &} for i = 1, 2, . . . , (q - 1)/2. Thus, each pair of the 
form (4, g} and {&, g} where g # 0 and g E G1 occurs precisely once in F. 
Finally, we note that the Latin square ordering of the starters and adding 
elements along the skew transversals constructed using the patterned starter 
insures that every element of Ui=1,*,3 [Gi U Ci U 6, - {Oi, pi, Bi}] occurs precisely 
Table 1 
How to construct triples in D 
D, 
D2 
4 
$ is placed in each cell containing a pair of PI2 U c2,, 
t$ is placed in each cell containing a pair of P31 U c13, 
0, is placed in each cell containing a pair of pa3 U I’s*, 
04 0, is placed in each cell containing a pair of c,* U czI, 
4 0, is placed in each cell containing a pair of c3, U PI,, 
06 CJl is placed in each cell containing a pair of Pa3 U P32, 
4 ()3 is placed in each cell containing a pair of ti12 U Pzl, 
4 f2 is placed in each cell containing a pair of c3, U P13, 
Q 0, is placed in each cell containing a pair of Pz3 U P32. 
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once in rows 1, q + 1 and 2q + 1 and columns 1, q + 1 and 2q + 1 of F. Again, we 
use the starter-adder generation of the arrays to see that the remaining rows and 
columns of F are each missing 9 elements which correspond to the appropriate 
‘hole’ of F. This completes our verification that F is the superposition of three 
OPILS of type 3q. Cl 
Corollary 3.4. Let q be an odd prime power, q 2 7 and q # 9. There exists a set of 
three OPILS of type 3q. 
Proof. We use the skew strong starters described in Lemma 3.1 and 3.2 together 
with Theorem 3.3. 0 
In Appendix 1, we illustrate Theorem 3.3 for q = 7 by listing starters and 
adders for each of the 9 arrays. 
We recall that the existence of 3 OPILS of type 3” for 12 = 1 (mod 2) and 12 Z= 5 
was established in [12] with 12 possible exceptions. We first take care of all but 
one of the exceptions to Theorem 2.3. 
Lemma 3.5. There exist 3 OPILS of type 3” for 
n E (11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 27, 33, 39, 51, 59, 87). 
Proof. (i) n E (11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 27). Since IZ is an odd prime power, we apply 
Corollary 3.4. 
(ii) n = 33. There exists a DRGDD(99; 9; 3; 0,l) [9]. Let D denote this design. 
We construct a 99 x 99 array indexed by the elements of D. Each block of D of 
size 9 is replaced with a set of 3 mutually orthogonal Latin squares of side 9 with 
a common transversal in the square array. The resulting array is a set of 3 OPILS 
of type 333. 
(iii) it = 39. We use Lemma 2.9 with m = 12, t = 8 and u = 18. There exists a 
TD(6,8). Let u1 = u2 = u3 = u4 =4 and us= ug= 1. There exists an IA(16,4,5) 
and an IA(13,1,5). So there are 3 OPILS of type 12*(18). We fill in the holes of 
the 3 OPILS with 3 OPILS of type 35 and 37 to construct 3 OPILS of type (34)8363 
or 339. 
(iv) IZ = 51. We use Lemma 2.9 with t = 7, m = 18 and u = 24. There exists a 
TD(6,7). Let r+=~Z=ug=uq=ug=ug= 4. There exists an IA(22,4,5) [27]. So 
there exist 3 OPILS of type (18)‘24. We fill in the holes with 3 OPILS of types 37 
and 39 to construct 3 OPILS of type (36)7383 or 35’. 
(v) n = 87. This time we use Lemma 2.9 with t = 13, m = 18 and u = 24. There 
exists a TD(6,13) and an IA(22,4,5) ([27]) (let ui = 4 for 1 si ~6). So there 
exist 3 OPILS of type (18)i3(24). We fill in the holes with 3 OPILS of type 37 and 
39 to construct 3 OPILS of type (36)‘3383 or 387. Cl 
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Next we construct 3 OPILS of type 3” for several small values of n, 
n=O(mod2). 
Lemma 3.6. Let n = 0 (mod 2), 6 c n G 204. There exist 3 OPILS of type 3” except 
possibly for 
n E (6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 28, 30, 32, 34, 38, 44, 48, 58) = N. 
Proof. The constructions are listed in Table 2. 0 
Table 2 
Constructions for 3 OPILS of type 3”, n =O (mod2), 6 en ~204, II $ 
{6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 28, 30, 32, 34, 38, 44, 48, 58) 
n Construction 
26 
36 
40 
42 
46 
50 
52 
54 
56 
60 
62 
64 
66 
68 
70 
72 
74 
76 
78 
80 
82 
84 
86 
88 
90 
92 
94 
96 
98 
100 
102 
104 
106 
108 
110 
112 
114 
(35)53 
(35)73 
(35)8 
(35)‘3’ 
(35)93 
(3’)‘3 
(35)83’ 
(37)735 
(37)8 
(35)‘2 
(35)“37 
(37)93 
(35)‘33 
(37)935 
(35)‘335 
(3Y 
(35)‘339 
(35)‘53’ 
(37)“3’ 
(35)‘535 
(39)931 
(37)“37 
(39)935 
(39)937 
(35)‘737 
(35)‘735 
(35)‘739 
(35)‘93’ 
(37)‘337 
(35)‘935 
(35)‘937 
(39)“35 
(35)213 
(39)“39 
(35)2’35 
(35)2’37 
(35)2’39 
2.9, t = 5, m = 15, u1 = uz = u3 = 1 
2.9, t = 7, m = 15, u, = u2 = u3 = 1 
2.9, t = 8, m = 15, u = 0 
2.9, t=7, m=15, u’=u2=u3=u4=5, u,=l 
2.9, t = 9, m = 15, u, = u2 = = 1 u3 
2.9, t=7, m=21, u’=u,=u,=l 
2.9, t = 9, m = 15, u’ = u2 = u3 = = 5, = 1 uq us 
2.9, t=7, m=21, u,=u,=7, u,=l 
2.9, t = 8, m = 21 
2.9, t = 12, m = 15 
2.9, t = 11, m = 15, u = 21, ui = 5, 1 G i G 4, = us 1 
2.9, t=9, m=21, u’=u,=u,=l 
2.9, t = 13, m = 15, u’ = u2 = = 1 u3 
2.9, t = 9, m = 21, u, = u2 = 7, u3 = 1 
2.9, t=13, m=15, u,=u2=u3=5 
2.4, 2.5 
2.9, t = 13, m = 15, ui = 5, 1 G i S 5, = = 1 ug u, 
2.9, t=15, m=15, u,=u2=u3=l 
2.9, t=ll, m=21, u’=u,=u,=l 
2.9, t=15, m=15, u,=u,=u,=5 
2.9, t=9, m=27, u,=u,=u,=l 
2.9, t=ll, m=21, u’=u,=u,=7 
2.9, t=11,m=27,u,=9,ui=1,2GiG7 
2.9, t=9, m=27, u,=u,=9, u,=u,=u,=l 
2.9, t = 17, m = 15, u’ = uz = u3 = 5 
2.9, t=17, m=15, u,=u2=u3=u,=5, u,=l 
2.9, t=17,m=15, u,=5, lSic5, u,=u,=l 
2.9, t=19, m=15, u’=u,=u,=l 
2.9, t=13, m=21, u,=u,=u,=7 
2.9, t = 19, m = 15, u, = u2 = u3 = 5 
2.9, t=19, m=15, u’=u,=u,=u,=~, u,=l 
2.9, t=ll,m=27, u,=9, ui=1,2Si~7 
2.9, t=21, m=15, u,=u2=u3=1 
2.9, t=27, m=27, u’=u,=u,=9 
2.9, t=21, m=15, u,=u,=u,=5 
2.9, t=21, m=15, u,=u2=u3=u,=5, u,=l 
2.9, t = 21, m = 15, ui = 5, 1~ i s 5, = = 1 ug u, 
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Table 2 (contd.) 
n Constl7lction 
116 (35)233’ 
118 (39)‘33’ 
120 (35)2335 
122 (35)233’ 
124 (37)‘735 
126 (35)253’ 
128 (37)‘739 
130 (35)2535 
132 (35)2’3’ 
134 (37)‘93’ 
136 (35)273’ 
138 (37)‘935 
140 (35)2735 
142 (35)273’ 
144 (35)2739 
146 (35)293’ 
148 (32’)73’ 
150 (35)2935 
152 (32’)735 
154 (32’)‘3’ 
156 (32’)739 
158 (37)‘9325 
160 (35)3’35 
162 (35)3’37 
164 (35)3’39 
166 (35)3331 
168 (32’)732’ 
170 (321)7323 
172 (32’)7325 
174 (32’)7327 
176 (32’)7329 
178 (32’)733’ 
180 (32’)7333 
182 (32’)7335 
184 (32’)7337 
186 (32’)7339 
188 (32’)734’ 
190 (327)73’ 
192 (35)3735 
194 (3”)735 
196 (3”)“37 
198 (3”)739 
200 (327)73” 
202 (3”)73’3 
204 (329)73 
2.9, t=23, m=15, u,=u,=u,=l 
2.9, t=13, m=27, ul=u2=u3=1 
2.9, t = 23, m = 1.5, ul = u2 = u3 = 5 
2.9, t=23, m=lS, u,=u,=u,=24,=5, u,=l 
2.9, t=17, m=21, u,=u,=7, u,=l 
2.9, t=25, m=15, ul=u2=u3=1 
2.9, t=17, m=21, u,=u,=u,=7, ~,+~=l, l<i=s6 
2.9, t = 25, m = 15, u = 15 
2.9, t=25, m=15, u=21 
2.9, t=19, m=21, u,=u,=u,=l 
2.9, t=27, m=15, ul=u2=u3=1 
2.9, t=19, m=21, u,=u,=7, u,=l 
2.9, t = 27, m = 15, u1 = u2 = u3 = 5 
2.9, t=27, m=15, u,=u,=u,=u,=5, u,=l 
2.9, t=27, m=15, ui=5, l<iS5, u,=u,=l 
2.9, t=29, m=15, u,=u,=u,=l 
2.8, t = 63, u = 3 
2.11, t = 29, m = 15, u = 15 
2.8, t=63, u=15 
2.8, t=63, u =21 
2.8, t=63, u=27 
2.9, t319, m=21, ui=7, lSiG10, ui+‘,,=l, lCiS5 
2.9, t=31, m=15, ui=5, lSiC3 
2.9, t = 31, m = 15, ui = 5, 1 s i =S 4, u5 = 1 
2.9, t=31, m=15, ui=5, lSie5, u,=u,=l 
2.9, t = 33, m = 15, ul = u2 = u3 = 1 
2.8, t = 63, u = 63 
2.8, t=63, u=69 
2.8, t = 63, u = 75 
2.8, t=63, u=81 
2.8, t = 63, u = 87 
2.8, t = 63, u = 93 
2.8, t=63, u=99 
2.8, t=63, u=105 
2.8, t = 63, u = 111 
2.8, t=63, u=117 
2.8, t = 63, u = 123 
2.9, t=7, m=81, u,=u,=u,=l 
2.9, t=37, m=15, u,=u,=u3=5 
2.8, t = 81, u = 15 
2.8, r=81, u=21 
2.8, t=81, u =27 
2.8, t=81, u=33 
2.8, c=81, u=39 
2.8, t=87, u=3 
Theorem 3.7. There exist 3 OPILS of type 3” for n a positive integer, n 3 5, 
except possibly for n E N U { 15). 
Proof. Combining the results of Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 3.5, there exist 3 
OPILS of type 3” for n = 1 (mod 2), n 2 5 and n # 15. For n = 0 (mod 2) and 
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6 c n c 204, n $ N we use Lemma 3.6. We now consider the remaining even 
cases. 
Let n = 0 (mod 2), n 2206. Wewriten=7m+jwherem=l(mod2),m~27 
and j E (17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29). There exist 6 mutually orthogonal Latin 
squares of side 3m [l] and 3 OPILS of type 3” and 3’. We apply Lemma 2.8 filling 
in the holes of the 3 OPILS of type (3m)7(3j) with 3 OPILS of type 3” and Y’ to 
construct 3 OPILS of type 3”. Cl 
4. 3 OPILS of type 6” 
In this section, we construct 3 OPILS of type 6” with a small number of 
possible exceptions for n. The main construction is a generalization of the 
starter-adder construction in the previous section. In this case we require a 
skew-strong frame starter in G - H where JHI = 2, [15, 4, 81. Let S be a skew 
strong frame starter in G - H where IHI = 2 and JG] = 2n. S is said to be Latin 
square ordered if we can order the pairs in S so that the array of ordered pairs 
generated by S U -S is the array of ordered pairs formed by the superposition of 
a pair of OPILS of type 2”. An example of a Latin square ordered skew strong 
frame starter in (GF(5) X Z,) - ((0) X Z,) is the following: 
and 
s = {((I, O), (2, O)), ((4, I), (2, I)), ((3, I), (4, O)), ((3, 0), (1, I))} 
-s = (((4, O), (3, 0)) ((1, I), (3, I)), ((2, I), (1, O)), ((2,0), (4, I))]. 
This example is the smallest example of the following infinite class of skew strong 
starters which can be Latin square ordered. 
Lemma 4.1. Let q = 1 (mod 4) be a prime power. Then there is a skew strong 
frame starter in (GF(q) x Z,) - ((0) x Z,) which can be Latin square ordered. 
Proof. We order the skew strong frame starter described by Stinson in [15]. Let 
w be a primitive element in GF(q), and define Q = {Wan 10 c i < t - l} where 
q = 4t + 1. We order S as follows: 
s = {((x, O), (wx, 0)), ((-wx, l), (-& O)), ((-wx, 0), (-w’x, I)), 
((w’x, I), (w-x, 1)) ( x E Q> 
Since 
QU-QU-wQUwQ=GF(q)-(0) 
and 
-wQ U - w’Q U w’Q U wQ = GF(q) - {0}, 
it is easy to verify that S is Latin square ordered. The array of ordered pairs 
generated by S U -S contains every ordered pair in 
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precisely once when G = GF(q) x & and H, = {x} x Z2 for x E GF(q). Thus, it is 
the array of ordered pairs formed by the superposition of a pair of OPILS of type 
24. 0 
Our main construction also requires a set of skew transversals for a skew frame 
of type 2q. In [8] a set of skew transversals is constructed for the skew frame 
generated by the strong skew starter described in Lemma 4.1. 
Theorem 4.2 [8]. If q = 1 (mod 4) is a prime power, then there is a skew frame of 
type (2”)q which has a set of 2”q skew transversals. 
For the case that we are interested in, n = 1, the 2q skew transversals are 
generated by two transversals, T1 and T*. The Latin square ordering of the pairs 
in S induces an ordering of the pairs in the skew transversals. The two ordered 
transversals are listed below. (Q and w are as defined in Lemma 4.1.) 
We note that T’ = {((ui, 0), (vi, 0)), ((Ui, l), (vi, 1)) 1 1 s i ~2t) and T* = 
{((z.+, l), (vi, 0)), ((ui, 0), (vi, 1)) 1 1 s i s 2t) where {(Ui, vi) 1 1~ i s 2t) is the 
patterned starter ([4,8,15]) in GF(q). 
We are now in a position to describe a starter-adder construction for 3 OPILS 
of type 64 where q = 1 (mod 4) is a prime power. This construction is a 
generalization of Theorem 3.3. It can also be thought of as subscripting a set of 3 
complementary frames of type 6q ([6, Theorem 3.121) in an appropriate way to 
produce 3 OPILS of type 6q. 
Theorem 4.3. Let q = 1 (mod 4) be a prime power. There exists a set of 3 OPILS 
of type 6q. 
Proof. Let G = GF(q) x Z2. t? and G will denote two distinct copies of 
G:c={(g\g~G} and G = (2 1 g E G}. For notational convenience, Gi will 
denote the set G x {i} for i = 1, 2, 3. If g = (x, j) E G, then g X {i} = (x, j, i) will 
be denoted by gi or (x, j)i. Similarly, we define Gi and pi: Ci = G X {i} and 
G; = G X {i}. 
Let w be a primitive element in GF(q), and define Q = {w” ) 0 s i s t - l} 
where q = 4t + 1. 
Let S be the Latin square ordered skew strong frame starter in G - ((0) X Z,) 
described in Lemma 4.1: 
s = {((x, O), (wx, 0)) ((-wx, 1)) (-x, 0)) ((-wx, O), (-w2x, 1)) 
((w’x, l), (wx, 1)) 1 x E Q>. 
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3 and !? will denote S defined on (? and G respectively. Sjk will be the set 
{(sj, fk) 1 (s, t) E S> w h ere Sj E Gj and tk E Gk. We define sjk and sjk in a similar 
manner. 
The skew frame of type 2q which is constructed from S has a set of 2q skew 
transversals. The two transversals T1 and T2 which generate this set were 
described above. We will use the notation which displays the patterned starter in 
GF(q): 
T’ = {((Ui, O>, (vi, O>>7 ((49 l>, (vi> 1)) ) l s i s 2t} 
and 
T2 = {((ui, l), (vi, O)), ((ui, O), (ui, 1)) 1 1 c i c 2t) 
where {(pi, Vi) 1 1 c i c 2t) is the patterned starter in GF(q). 
We define T&= {(Uj, bk) 1 (a, b) E T’} and T$ = {(Uj, bk) 1 (a, b) E T’}. T’ and 
T* generate the skew transversals for the frame constructed from !? and F1 and 
p* generate the skew transversals for the frame constructed from s’. Similarly, we 
define Tjk, F$, F,?k and p$. 
We first use the skew strong frame starters S,, $k and $k to construct nine 
2q x 2q arrays. Let Bjk denote the skew frame of type 2q which is generated by 
the skew strong frame starter S, and its corresponding skew adder, and let -Bj~ 
denote the skew frame of type 2q generated by -Sjk and its corresponding adder. 
Bjk, Bjk, -Bjk and -Bjk are defined to be the corresponding arrays for Sjk and Sjk. 
The nine 2q x 2q arrays, F,, F2, . . . , F,, are listed below. 
& = B12 0 (-&2), Fz = Bx o (-&I), 
F4 = 812 o (-&2), 4 = &* a (-&A 
F7 = 812 o (-B12), F, = &I o (-&I), 
Let F be the following array. 
4 = B,, o (4231, 
4 = 823 0 (-I32319 
4 = 823 0 (-B23). 
We add elements to the skew transversals of the arrays l$ in F to construct an 
array of triples, 4. In Table 3, we describe how to place elements in the cells 
containing the pairs of the skew transversals which display the patterned starter; 
elements are placed in the cells containing the remaining skew transversals in the 
usual manner. The resulting array 9 is a 6q x 6q array. 
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How to construct riples in 9 
ES is placed in each cell containing a pair of T& U T&, 
01, is placed in each cell containing a pair of TT2 U T:,, 
g2 is placed in each cell containing a pair of T& u f&, 
01, is placed in each cell containing a pair of T:, U T:,, 
E, is placed in each cell containing a pair of 7& U T:,, 
01, is placed in each cell containing a pair of 7’& U T:,, 
00, is placed in each cell containing a pair of T& u pi,, 
01, is placed in each cell containing a pair of T:, U f:,, 
00, is placed in each cell containing a pair of T:, U Ti,, 
01, is placed in each cell containing a pair of F& U ft, 
00, is placed in each cell containing a pair of ?$, U &, 
01, is placed in each cell containing a pair of !& U Tz,, 
& is placed in each cell containing a pair of fi, U T&, 
01, is placed in each cell containing a pair of FT, U T$, 
& is placed in each ceil containing a pair of f:, U Ti3, 
01, is placed in each cell containing a pair of Fz, U T&, 
00, is placed in each cell containing a pair of Fi, U T&, 
01, is placed in each cell containing a pair of pz, U T&. 
We now verify that 9 is the array of triples formed by the superposition of 3 
OPILS of type 6q, 4, & and &. .9j is defined on Gi U t$ U C?; with partition 
-- 
P;: = {{(x, O)i, (x, I)i, (xt 0),(x, l)i, (x3)i, (xT)i> 1 X E GF(q)} for i = 1,2,3. 
Suppose x = (g, k) and y = (h, I) where x, y E G and g # h. Each pair of the 
-- 
form {xi, yi}, {xi, yi} and {q, K} when i #j, 1 c i, j s 3 occurs precisely once in F 
and therefore once in 9. We must now check pairs of the form {xi, yi}, {xi, E} 
and {Zi, F} where i f j. We check one case explicitly; the remaining cases follow 
from the starter-adder constructions of the frames. We verify that each of the 
pairs <(03),, YI>, <<O’;lo>,, Yd, {(06-b, YI) and C(m),, 71) occurs precisely 
once in 9 where y # (0, 0) and y # (0, 1). Fl contains the pairs {(O2)3, (ui, O),}, 
{(03)3, (ui, I)J, {(03)3, (ui, I)r> and {(O’;-i),, (Ui, 0)J for i = 1, 2, . . . , 2. F6 
contains the pairs <<O-j),, (vi, O)I), {(0%$3, (vi, ljl>, {(OTj3, (vi, 1)1} and 
{(07)3, (ui, O),} for i = 1, 2, . . . , 2t. Similarly, the arrays Fl and F9 contain the 
pairs of the form {(03),, jr} and {(OT),, j$} where y # (0, 0) or (0,l) precisely 
once. 
Finally, we note that the Latin square ordering of the frame starters and adding 
elements along the skew transversals insures that every element of 
i=pz 3 [Gi U Gi U Gi - {gi, gi, Sil g E 10) X ZZ>] 
1 , 
occurs precisely once in rows 1,2,2q + 1, 2q + 2, 4q + 1 and 4q + 2 and precisely 
once in columns 1, 2, 2q + 1, 2q + 2, 4q + 1 and 4q + 2 of 9. We use the 
starter-adder generation of the frames to see that the remaining rows and 
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columns of 9 are each missing 18 elements which correspond to the appropriate 
‘hole’ of 9. This completes our verification that 9 is the superposition of 3 
OPILS of type 6*. Cl 
We first use Theorem 4.3 together with some of the constructions from Section 
2 to produce 3 OPILS of type 6” where II = 1 (mod 4). 
Lemma 4.4. Let n = 1 (mod 4). There exists a set of 3 OPILS of type 6”. 
Proof. There exist PBD(n; (5, 9, 13, 17)) for all n = 1 (mod4) and n $ 
(29, 33, 49, 57, 93, 129, 133) ([13]). S ince there exist 3 OPILS of type 64 for q = 1 
(mod 4) a prime power, we can use Lemma 2.7 to construct 3 OPILS of type 6” 
for II $ (33, 57, 93, 129, 133). The PBD(129; {5,29}) constructed in [20] is used 
to take care of the case n = 129. There are four cases left to consider: 
It E {33,57,93, 133). 
(i) n = 33. We use Lemma 2.9 with m = 24, t = 7 and u = 24. Let u1 = uz = 
ug = 8. There exists an IA(32,8,5) ([22]) and a TD(6,7). So there exist 3 OPILS 
of type (24)724. We fill in the holes of the 3 OPILS with 3 OPILS of type 6’ 
(Lemma 2.5) to construct 3 OPILS of type (64)7646 or 633. 
(ii) IZ = 57. We use Lemma 2.9 with m = 24, t = 13 and u = 24. There exists a 
TD(6,13). Let Ui = 8, 1 6 =Z 3. There exists an IA(32,8,5) ([22]). So there exist i 
3 OPILS of type (24)13(24). We fill in the holes with 3 OPILS of type 65 to 
construct 3 OPILS of type (64)‘3646 or 657. 
(iii) n = 93. This time we use Lemma 2.9 with t = 11, m = 48 and u = 24. Let 
ui = 8, 1 c i G 3. There exists a TD(6, 11) and an IA(56,8,5) ([22]). So there 
exist 3 OPILS of type (48)“24. We fill in the holes with 3 OPILS of type 69 and 65 
to construct 3 OPILS of type (68)“6461 or 693. 
(iv) n = 133. Again, we use Lemma 2.9. Let m = 30, t = 25 and u = 48. There 
exists a TD(6,25). Let ui = 5, 1. I -C ’ =G 9 and let ui = 1 for i = 10, 11, 12. There 
exist IA(35,5,5) and IA(31,1,5). We first construct 3 OPILS of type (30)2548, 
and then we fili in the holes with 3 OPILS of type 65 and 68 (Lemma 4.5) to 
construct 3 OPILS of type (65)2568 or 6133. Cl 
Next we construct 3 OPILS of type 6” for several small values of n, 
n=O(mod2). 
Lemma 4.5. Let n = 0 (mod 2), 6 c n c 74. There exist 3 OPILS of type 6” except 
possibly for 
n E (6, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 32, 38, 42, 58, 62). 
Proof. The constructions are listed in Table 4. 0 
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Table 4 
Constructions for 3 OPILS of type 6”, n=O(mod2),6Snc74,ne{6, 10, 12, 
14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 32, 34, 38, 42, 58, 62) 
n Construction 
8 6s 
26 (65)56 
28 6% 
30 (65)656 
36 6= 
40 (6?” 
44 (65)769 
46 (65)“6 
48 (65)868 
50 (65)965 
52 (64)“676’ 
54 (65)969 
56 (65)“6’ 
60 (65)12 
64 (68)8 
66 (65)‘36’ 
68 (69)765 
70 (65)‘365 
72 (6s)” 
74 (65) ‘369 
2.6, GDD(48; 7; 6; 0, 1) 
2.9, t = 5, m = 30, u, = 5, u2 = 1 
2.6, GDD(168; 7; 6; 0, 1) 
2.9, t=5, m=30, u,=u,=8, u,=u,=7 
2.6, GDD(216; 7; 6; 0, 1) 
2.4, 2.5 
2.9, t = 7, m = 30, ui = 9, 1 <i c 6 
2.9, t = 9, m = 30, u, = 5, I+ = 1 
2.9, t=8, m=30, ui=8, lciS6 
2.9, t = 9, m = 30, ui = 5, 1 s i =Z 6 
2.9 (2.5), t = 11, m = 24, ui = 7, 1 S i s 6 
2.9, t = 9, m = 30, u, = 9, 1 s i S 6 
2.9, t = 11, m = 30, u, = 5, u2 = 1 
2.4, 2.5 
2.4, 2.5 
2.9, t=13, m=30, u,=5, u,=l 
2.9, t=7, m=54, u,=u2=ug=9, u,=u,=u,=l 
2.9, t=13, m=30, ui=7, lSic4, u,=u,=l 
2.4, 2.5 
2.9, I = 13, m = 30, u, = 9, 1 S i s 6 
Lemma 4.6. Let n = 0 (mod 2), n 2 6. There exist 3 OPILS of type 6” except 
possibly for n E (6, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 32, 34, 38, 42, 58, 62). 
Proof. We consider two cases: n = 0 (mod 4) and n = 2 (mod 4). 
(i) Let rt = 0 (mod 4). There exist 3 OPILS of type 6” for 6 G 12 6 74 except 
possibly for n E (12, 16, 20, 24, 32) (Lemma 4.5). Let it 2 76. We write n = 
5(41+ 3) + j where j E (1, 5,9, 13, 17) and 12 3. There exists a TD(6,41+ 3) for 
12 3 ([l]). There exist IA(30 + ui, ui, 5) for ui E (1, 5, 7, 8, 9) ([22, 11). We apply 
Lemma 2.9 with m = 30, t = 41+ 3 and ui E (1, 5,7, 8, 9) to construct 3 OPILS of 
the following types: (30)41+36, (30)4’+330, (30)4’+3(54), (30)4’+3(78) and 
(30)4’+3(102). We fill in the holes of these OPILS with 3 OPILS of types 65 and si 
for j E {1,5, 9, 13, 173 to construct 3 OPILS of type (65)4’+36i. 
(ii) Let n = 2 (mod 4). There exist 3 OPILS of type 6” < n < 74 except possibly 
for n E (6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 34, 38, 42, 58, 62}, (Lemma 4.5). We write it = 5(41+ 
1) + j when j E {1,5,9, 13, 17) and Ia 3. For I 3 3 and 1 # 8, there exists a 
TD(6, 41+ 1) ([l]). We apply Lemma 2.9 with m = 30, t =41+ 1 and ui E 
(1, 5, 7, 8, 9) to construct 3 OPILS of type (30)“+‘(6j) for j E (1, 5, 9, 13, 17). 
As in the previous case, we fill in the holes to construct 3 OPILS of type 
(65)41+16j. There are 5 remaining values of n to consider: n = 5 - 33 + j for 
j E (1, 5, 9, 13, 17). These are listed in the following table. The IAs can all be 
constructed using results from [22]. A description of the construction for 3 OPILS 
of type 615 appears in Table 5. 
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n Collstruction 
166 (615)“6 2,9,m=90, t=ll, u;=l, lciS6 
170 (615)*‘6’ 2.9, m=90, t=ll, u;=7, l=siC4, u,=u,=l 
174 (6’5)“69 2.9, m=90, t=ll, u,=9, l<is6 
178 (6’5)1’6’3 2.9, m = 90, t = 11, ui = 13, 1 s i G 6 
182 (6”)“6’7 2.9, m=90, t=ll, u;=13, lCiS7, us=11 0 
We now consider the remaining case, IZ = 3 (mod 4). The next lemma takes 
care of several cases which must be done separately. 
Lemma 4.7. Let rz = 3 (mod 4), 7 G n < 227. There exist 3 OPILS of type 6” except 
possibly for n E (7, 11, 19, 23, 27, 31, 39, 47, 51, 59). 
Proof. The constructions are listed in Table 5. 0 
Lemma 4.8. Let n = 3 (mod 4), n 2 7. There exist 3 OPILS of type 6” except 
possibly for n E (7, 11, 19, 23, 27, 31, 39, 47, 51, 59}. 
Proof. For 7 G n c 227, we use Lemma 2.7. Let n 2 231. We write n = 5(41+ 
2) +j where j E (1, 5, 9, 13, 17) and 12 11. For 12 11, there exists a TD(6, 41+ 2) 
([l]). As in the previous cases, we apply Lemma 2.9 with t = 41+ 2, m = 30 and 
ui E (1, 5, 7, 8, 9} to construct 3 OPILS of type (30)4f+2(6j) for j E 
(1, 5, 9, 13, 17). The holes of these OPILS are then filled in with 3 OPILS of 
type 6’ for j E (1, 5, 9, 13, 17) to construct 3 OPILS of type (65)41+26j. 0
Combining these results, we have the following. 
Theorem 4.9. There exist 3 OPILS of type 6” for n a positive integer, n 3 5 except 
possibly for n E (6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 27, 31, 32, 34, 38, 
39, 42, 47, 51, 58, 59, 62). 
5. OPILS of type I”, t34, t#6 
In this section, we consider the remaining values of t, t 2 4 and t # 6. 
Lemma 5.1. Let N, = {n = 0 (mod 2) 1 6 G n < 38). There exists a set of 3 OPILS 
of type 10” for a positive integer, n 25 except possibly for n E N1 U 
(15, 42, 44, 48, 52, 54, SO}. 
Proof. Let n be a positive integer, n 2 5 and n 4 N1 U { 15,42,44,48,52,54, SO}. 
Since there exist 3 MOLS of side 5, we can apply Lemma 2.4 using the existence 
result for 3 OPILS of type 2” (Theorem 2.2) to construct 3 OPILS of type 
10”. 0 
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Table 5 
Constructions for 3 OPILS of type 6”, n - 3 (mod 4), 7 s IJ s 227, n $ (7, 11, 19, 
23, 27, 31, 39, 47, 51, 59). 
n Construction 
15 615 
35 (65)7 
43 (65)768 
55 (65)‘1 
63 (69)7 
67 (64)1361461 
71 (69)‘68 
75 (6l’)’ 
79 (64)‘66l46l 
83 (65)1568 
87 (69)96s 
91 (615)56 
95 (65)” 
99 (69)” 
103 (65)‘968 
107 (6’)“68 
111 (64)246l46] 
115 (65)23 
119 (617)7 
123 (65)u68 
127 (617)768 
131 (64)296l46l 
135 (65)27 
139 (64)3l6l46l 
143 (65)“68 
147 (61Z)“6146 
151 (6s)‘761461 
155 (65)31 
159 (64)3”6146l 
163 (65)3168 
167 (68)‘961461 
171 (64)396146l 
175 (65)37 
179 (64)4’6146l 
183 (65)376s 
187 (64)4361461 
191 (616)“61461 
195 (65)39 
199 (64)466146l 
203 (65)3g68 
207 (6”)@61461 
211 (64)496146] 
215 (65)43 
219 (64)516146’ 
223 (65)436a 
227 (64)5361461 
2.6, GDD(90; 7; 6; 0, 1) 
2.4, 2.5 
2.9, t = 7, m = 30, ui = 8, 1 e i s 6 
2.4, 2.5 
2.4, 2.5 
2.9(2.5), t = 13, m = 24, ui = 7, 1 <i s 12 
2.9, t = 7, m = 54, ui = 8, 1 s i c 6 
2.4, 2.5 
2.9(2.5), t = 16, m = 24, u, = 7, 1 c i s 12 
2.9, t = 15, m = 30, ui = 8, 1 s i s 6 
2.9, t = 9, m = 54, ui = 8, 1 s i s 6 
2.9, t=5, m=90, u,=5, u,=l 
2.4, 2.5 
2.4, 2.5 
2.9, t = 19, m = 30, ui = 8, 1 s i s 6 
2.9, t=ll, m=54, ui=8, l=ziS6 
2.9(2.5), t=24, m=24, ui=7, lSis12 
2.4, 2.5 
2.4, 2.5 
2.9, t=23, m=30, ui=8, lSi<6 
2.9, t = 7, m = 102, ui = 8, 1 <i < 6 
2.9(2.5), t = 29, m = 24, ui = 7, 1 s i s 12 
2.4, 2.5 
2.9(2.5), t = 31, m = 24, ui = 7, 1 =S i c 12 
2.9, t=27, m=30, ui=8, l<i<6 
2.9(2.5), t=ll, m=72, u,=12, l~i~7 
2.9(2.5), t = 17, m = 48, ui = 9, 1 S i S 9, u10 = 2, ull = 1 
2.4, 2.5 
2.9(2.5), t = 36, m = 24, ui = 7, 1 s i s 12 
2.9, t = 31, m = 30, ui = 8, 1 s i s 6 
2.9(2.5), t=19, m=48, ui=9, l~i~9, u10=2, ull=l 
2.9 (2.5), t = 39, m = 24, ui = 7, 1 sic 12 
2.4, 2.5 
2.9 (2.5), t = 41, m = 24, ui = 7, 1 =S i =S 12 
2.9, t = 37, m = 30, ui = 8, 1 s i G 6 
2.9 (2.5), t = 43, m = 24, ui = 7, 1 s i =S 12 
2.9 (2.5), t = 11, m = 96, ui = 12, 1 =Z i 6 7 
2.4, 2.5 
2.9 (2.5), t = 46, m = 24, ui = 7, 1 =Z i G 12 
2.9, t = 39, m = 30, ui = 8, 1 s i s 6 
2.9(2.5), t=48, m=24, ui=7, l=zic12 
2.9 (2.5), t = 49, m = 24, ui = 7, 1 =S i c 12 
2.4, 2.5 
2.9 (2.5), t = 51, m = 24, ui = 7, 1 s i 6 12 
2.9 (2.5), t = 43, m = 30, ui = 8, 1 s i s 6 
2.9 (2.5), t = 53, m = 24, ui = 7, 1 s i c 12 
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Theorem 5.2. Let N = (6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 28, 30, 34, 38}, and let t be a positive 
integer, t 2 4 and t # 6 or 10. There exists a set of 3 OPILS of type t” for n a 
positive integer, n 3 5 except possibly for n E N. 
Proof. Let t be a positive integer, t 3 4 and t # 6 or 10. There exist 3 MOLS of 
side t[l, 181 and there exists a set of 3 OPILS of type 1” for n a positive integer, 
n 2 5 and n 4 N U (33, 42, 44, 52). (Theorem 2.1). We apply the direct product, 
Theorem 2.4, to construct 3 OPILS of type 1” for n 25 and n $ N U 
(33, 42, 44, 52). 
We consider the remaining four values of n: 
(i) n = 33. We use Lemma 2.9 to construct 3 OPILS of type (4t)8, then we fill 
in the holes with 3 OPILS of type t5 to construct 3 OPILS of type (t4)% or t33. 
(ii) n = 42. Since there exists an IA(9,2,5) [22] and 3 MOLS of side t, we can 
use the direct product for MOLS to construct an IA(9t, 21, 5). We use Lemma 2.9 
with m = 71, u1 = u2 = u3 = 2t and u4 = t to construct 3 OPILS of type (7t)5(7t). 
We fill in the holes with 3 OPILS of type 1’ to construct 3 OPILS of type (t’)?‘. 
(iii) n = 44. In this case, we use Lemma 2.9 with m = 4t and ui = t for 
i= 1,2,. . . , 7 to construct 3 OPILS of type (4t)9(7t). The holes are filled in with 
3 OPILS of type t5 or t8; the resulting design is a set of 3 OPILS of type (t4)9t7t’ 
or P. 
(iv) n = 52. Ag ain, we apply Lemma 2.9 with m = 4t and ui = t for i = 
1, 2, . . . , 7. In this case, we first construct 3 OPILS of type (4t)11(7t) and then fill 
in the holes to construct 3 OPILS of type (t4)“t7t’ or 1”. 0 
We note that for specific values of t, it is often possible to improve this result. 
For example, by using the existence results for (v, 5, 1) - BIBDS and some of the 
constructions described in Section 2, we can construct 3 OPILS of type 4” for 
n E (6, 10, 26, 30, 34, 38). Thus, we have the following result for t = 4. 
Lemma 5.3. There exists a set of 3 OPILS of type 4” for n a positive integer, n 3 5 
except possibly for n E { 14, 18, 22, ZS}. 
6. Summary 
In this paper, we have established the following existence result for 3 OPILS of 
type 1”. 
Theorem 6.1. Let n be a positive integer, n 2 5. 
(i) There exist 3 OPILS of type 1” except possibly for n E (6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 
26, 28, 30, 33, 34, 38, 42, 44, 52). 
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(ii) There exist 3 OPILS of type t” for t = 2 and t = 10 except possibly 
nE{m=O(mod2))6 < m < 38) U (15, 42, 44, 48, 52, 54, SO}. 
(iii) There exist 3 OPILS of type 3” except possibly for n E (6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 
16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 28, 30, 32, 34, 38, 44, 48, 58) 
f or 
15, 
(iv) There exist 3 OPILS of type 4” except possibly for n E (14, 18, 22, 28). 
(v) There exist 3 OPILS of type 6” except possibly for n E (6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14, 
16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 27, 31, 32, 34, 38, 39, 42, 47, 51, 58, 59, 62). 
(vi) Let t be a positive integer, t 3 5, t f 6 or 10. There exist 3 OPILS of type t” 
except possibly for n E (6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 28, 30, 34, 38). 
Appendii 1 
In this appendix, we illustrate Theorem 4.3 for q = 7. We use the Latin square 
ordered skew strong starter S = ((1, 5) (2, 3) (4, 6)). We first list starters for the 
arrays Di, 16 i < 9. 
--_ 
0 1152 2132 4162 6122 5142 3112, --- 
4 1351 2331 4361 6321 5341 3311, 
--- 
& 1253 2233 4263 6223 5243 3213, 
--- 
D4 1152 2,32 4,62 6x 5x 3x, 
--- 
Ds 135r 2,3, 4361 6x 5x 3x, 
--- 
D6 1253 2,33 4263 6x 5x 3x, 
0, l’;s; 2x 4x 6122 5142 3112, 
Ds m 2x 4x 632, 5341 3311, 
D9 m 2x 4x 6223 5243 3J3. 
The skew transversals of these arrays are generated from the patterned starters 
in each array. We list the patterned starters for the arrays below. (These are used 
in Table 1.) 
-~_ 
pi 5r2* 3142 6r1, 5*2r 3241 6211, -__ 
& 5321 3341 631, 5123 314, 6113, -__ 
o3 5223 3,43 6*1, 5322 3342 6~ -_- 
D4 5122 3,4, 611, 5x 3x 6x, 
--- 
D5 532, 3,4, 631, 5’;2;: 3x 6x, 
--_ 
06 5*23 3243 6J, 5z 3x 6x, 
0, 5’;2 3x 6x 522, 3241 6211, 
Ds 5x 3x 6x 5123 3143 6113, 
D9 5x 3x 6i;; 5322 3342 6J2. 
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